


Oi you, another year passed with good and bad 
things. With good friends and nice music always, 
we will be around. Again is time of year for us to go 
out and spend some money in the same old malls, 
shops, to “enjoy” our “special editions” on various 
tv stations and to keep forget about our little simple 
things. If i will speak only about Romania, i will say 
it was another bad year, another brick in the fuckin 
wall to build this fucked up system. Again i saw our 
politicians and media full of bullshit, they are still 
there, with their stupidity, the fake people always 
around. But you know what is the most important 
thing? is the fact that some of us will be always 
around, online, on the concerts, on the streets, in 
the underground. We will remain to our simple things 
and we will be always in opposition with stupidity.
Personal 2015 it was a good year, with me and 
couple of friends, again some nice bands and YOU. I 
still miss my home and family and for sure i miss my 
city. This is for you CONSTANGELES.
This is for every “nobody” out there, this is for all the 
people who are still young and simple, is not about 
fashion and will never be. It is about passion all the 
way. M I R C E O N E - S Y D N E Y ,  D E C E M B E R  2 0 1 5

Thank you all for support us since 2005, all the nice bands, 
labels and nice people all over the world. From Romania to Italy, 
Mexico, Spain, Australia, US, UK, Canada, Russia, Bulgary, 
Serbia. For our proud friends: 3 Ceasuri Rele, Parchez Ca Un 
Bou, all the nice labels that we did few promos and all our 
friends. When i have the music, i have a place to go

Contact: mptyzine@gmail.com facebook.com/mptyzineromania
Team: MirceONE
Layout/Dtp: COjOCEA.RO FACEBOOK.COM/COjOCEARO

THIS IS AND ALWAYS WILL BE A FREE PDF FANZINE, PLEASE 
PRINT IT AND SHARE IT WITH YOUR FRIENDS. ALWAYS WORK 
HARD AND BE NICE TO EACH OTHER. SORRY FOR SOME 
“ROMANIAN ENGLISH” AND FOR GRAMMAR MISTAKES, I AM NOT 
A PROFFESIONAL WRITER AND FOR SURE NOT A PROFFESIONAL 
MUSICIAN. I’M jUST A PROUD NOBODY, WHO IS DOING THIS AS 
A HOBBY, FOR FUN AND I AM PROMOTING ONLY THINGS THAT I 
LIKE.
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You should know these guys already, we did an 
interview not so long ago. They are based in 
Poland and UK and they are crazy as fuck. Yes 

we are talking about Herida Profunda a crust punk/
grind for the fine ears, for your chaotic thoughts in 
your head. Full of noise and anger with social and 
political lyrics for sure is something you don’t want 
to miss. Now i’m not too much into crust/grind but 
i must admit that sometimes you need this kind of 
positive anger. About Hellbastard, most of the crust 
punk listeners don’t need any presentation, they are 
the veterans of UK scene since 1984. It’s all about 
passion, energy, anger and respect for others. Crust 
punk to the bone!!! At the end to quote Herida: “It 
was and will be FUCK THE POLICE. Now, anytime, 
anywhere.
You can check them on Bandcamp at: 
https://heridaprofunda.bandcamp.com
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Now, here is another icon in 
the hardcore scene for 
the last 20 years. Strife 

was released their first album in 1994 on 
Victory Records and back then was along 
with Snapcase and Earth Crisis the three 
big names from the label. 90’s were the 
best for the band and on In This Defiance 
in 1997 we can hear on the album names 
like: Chino Moreno (Deftones), Dino Cazares 
(Fear Factory) or Igor Cavalera (Sepultura). 
Their sound in the begining was more into 
hardcore punk sXe and they went along for 
a little bit metal hardcore. The new material 
Incision EP has 4 tracks out on War Records 
(guitarist Andrew Kline own label) and keeps 
the same melodical line: metal and hardcore 
with social-political lyrics.
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The Interrupters are the new bomb from mighty 
mighty Hellcat Records. They play a ska/punk 
made in Los Angeles that will remaind you of 

the old 2 Tone Era, with everything you need from trumpets to 
drums and a female voice that will make you skank in the alley. 
The album is their first material and has 11 tracks produced by 
Tim Armstrong (Rancid). Everything goes from social lyrics ironic 
all packed in rocksteady, punk, ska tones. Put on your dancin’ 
shoes and start the riot on the dance floor. Zighidap.
PS. also nice video for Family feat. Tim Armstrong.01 Take Back The Power

02 White Noise
03 Can’t Be Trusted
04 Liberty
05 judge Not
06 This Is The New Sound
07 Family (feat. Tim Armstrong)
08 Easy On You
09 A Friend Like Me
10 Last Call
11 Haven’t Seen The Last Of Me
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Breakdown, heavy hardcore in NYC style this is Illusions Of Dominance the 
new material from Bitter End. This album will make you even more 

angry and make you smash the walls around you. 10 tracks made in San Antonio HC scene with 
influences of metal and some trash these will bring hc fans togheter for the moshpit. The album 
is out on Deathwish Records and for sure is a must for all the angry kids out there. Cheers!
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T
hese guys will break your PA 
with their stright into your face 
hardcore. Crowned Kings come 
from Melbourne (Australia) and 

they have grow in the underground scene 
very quickly. Old school hardcore mixed 
with the new school and heavy riffs and 
angry lyrics they are for sure a must have 
for the lovers of HC all over the world. They 
have shared the stage with bands like: 
Samsara, Dropsaw, Carpathian or Born 
Into Suffering. Forked Road is their new 
material in 2015 and has 12 tracks of pure 
anger for the fine ears. We recommend: 
Rage Inside and Never Give Up.
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Skank Agenda are coming 
from Leeds 

(UK), they play loud and play it hard, they destroy 
the childrens parties and they are proud of that. Is a 
punk and ska and hardcore that will make you jump 
on 13 tracks. Not so long, every song has just a 
little bit more than 2 minutes, pretty fast like a punk 
band. Gary Oldman what the fuck man? the guys 
are wondering, and i suggest to pay attention to 
the lyrics as well, cha cha. Full of irony and “idiotic” 
themes this album is for the good moods with 
your friends at the big kids parties. Me & George 
Clooney or Pete On Drugs will give you an idea 
of the band:). Check check!. Oh yes the album is 
HATE THIS SHIT.





Mirceone (Mpty Zine):Hi Sammy this is Mirceone 
from MptyZine. How things are?
Sammy Battle:Hey Mircea nice to meet you, 
I’m good thanks.

I know you have started an european tour,how it 
is so far?
The tour is going great, we’re currently 3 shows 
in and have 17 to go so it’s early days but it’s 
been so much fun so far. I have already been 
to some incredible places and seen so much!

Acoustic folk-punk is a genere that it’s ascending 
slow, tell me few words about your roots in 
music? And philosophy...
I am originally from a post hardcore band 
background and as a kid I was into bands 
like Thrice, Underoath, Saves the Day, Taking 
Back Sunday, etc. I loved playing in bands but 
as I’ve got older my ideas have changed and 
I have ditched playing loud and hard for an 
acoustic guitar. I really enjoy sharing my stories 
in the form of a song and hopefully that comes 
across during a show.

Also please make me a top 10 of your favorites 
bands.
In no particular order;
Alexisonfire, Northcote, Hot Water Music
Taking Back Sunday, Saves the Day, Underoath
Thrice, Dave Hause, Sam Russo, Ducking 
Punches

Tell us a few words about The Seafarer EP.
So The Seafarer is a collection of 5 songs plus 
a bonus track that I wrote around the time of 
travelling down the west coast of California. It’s 
completely DIY from start to finish - I wrote, 
produced, recorded and pressed the entire EP 
at home. I drafted in different people to add 
harmonies and additional instruments. The 
title track is actually about a swim I did from 
Alcatraz Prison in San Francisco back to the 
mainland, it was a brutal challenge but also so 
beautiful. The song signifies how even when 
things are really rough, if you knuckle down 
and push through, you can come out the other 
side.
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What are the main influences for you when you write something?
I generally try to write about real experiences and how I was feeling at that 
moment in time, it’s a kind of release I guess. I usually start with a bunch 
of feelings, which turn into lyrics and then I add the music last, although 
occasionally I start with a simple melody.

If you will end up on a far away island all alone, name 3 things that will keep 
you busy
1. A book on survival techniques - I would want to thrive on the island rather 
than just surviving.
2. A sharp knife - to forage, hunt and build things.
3. My guitar - I reckon I’d be writing a lot of songs!

New project for the near future? an LP?
I actually have a bunch of songs I am desperate to record. I have found 
somewhere I’d like to record and have tons of ideas of how I would like it 
to sound, so I will hitting the studio hard after this tour so watch this space!

Sammy please share few words with our few online readers.
Firstly thank you so much for taking your time to read this article. I really 
hope you guys get chance to check out my music and if you ever make it 
to one of my shows please come over and say hello, one of the best things 
about touring is meeting new people!

Thank you so much for your time,if you have something else to add,please feel 
free to do so.
Stay safe and most importantly look out for each other, we’re all in this 
together!
Much Love
Sammy xM

MIRCEONE (MPTYZINE)  VS.  SAMMY BATTLE-SEPT.2015
THANKS TO KATRIN AND FLIX RECORDS



Die Wrecked are coming from Leicester 
in UK and this is Mongrel Hordes their 
3rd material after their demo in 2012 

and a split ep in 2013 with Krass Kepala from 
Indonesia. Short and energic songs from the 
start with Middle Class Hyprocrisy with both 
male and female voices, many of the songs 
are talking about injustice, human rights and 
other social problems. They were already 
across the Europe and also in Middle Asia to 
promote their material. It was released DIY on 
their own Die Rex Label with the help from 
their friends Mass Prod. This album is about 
people who are angry, ANGRY ENOUGH TO 
DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT like they say. 
18 minutes on 10 tracks in full speed, anger, 
fast enough for your inner circle pit with your 
friends and passion. Also on their booklet you 
can find the translation of the songs in many 
languages. No One Is Illegal!!!. A must have for 
all the angry kids out there.
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C
eltic rock mixed with punk’n’roll and some country 
these are the ingredients of the new album “Escape 
From The Dirty Pigs” from spanish band The Fatty 
Farmers. They are a kind of good thing, good 

guys of the Spanish music underground scene. Acoustic 
guitar, electronic guitar, drums, accordion, irish whistles, 
bagpipes, violin and a village irish mood if i can say that. 16 
tracks that will remind you of Flogging Molly, The Pogues, 
The Mahones and many more. They have been on stage on 
many of the important festivals around Spain, Portugal etc 
and a live set that is full of energy and will make you dance 
and jump.
Hope you will enjoy it as much as i did. Cheers!
Thanks to Waldo and Fatty Farmers.



Five of 
a kind from mighty New jersey. Suburban 
Scum presents the new LP Ultimate Anihilation 
produced by Will Putney (who has worked with 
bands like Body Count, Vision Of Disorder). 
Hardcore and metal to the bone, heavy riffs 
and angry vocals. 12 tracks for the fine ears, 
for all the metal and hardcore fans all over the 
world. Personal favorite: Ready for War. Play 
it hard.
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H2o 
are back with their new material Use Your Voice, the band 
returned (if they ever left) with the same attitude and energy 
on their high speed.11 tracks from hardcore sXe to punk and 
a nice video for track Skate!. Use Your Voice need to be in 

your collection if you are a H2o fan or just into hardcore/punk. Will give you enough 
energy to smash the bedroom walls and as well is good for your evening along your 
friends. So hell yeah! this album will make your day, booommmm. Play it hard: True 
Romance, Still Dreaming, From The Heart. Go out and play kids!
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Leftover Crack are back with the new material out now 
on FAT, Constructs Of The State. Stza is back with 
his company of punkers to talk once again about 

their frustrations. About police state, politics, anarchy and 
not so much love all in 13 tracks in the pure hardcore/
punk crazy stuff that you will listen.If the names like Star 
Fuckin Hipsters or Chocking Victims rings some bells for 
you than LoC is for you and for the stupid media nation. 
Brainwashed by TV and politics, comercialism and huge 
consumerism. Fat Mike did a good job with this new 
album on FAT and make sure to check the guys out. Also 
check System Fucked as a first single and you will know 
what i talk about.Also you can find some familiar faces/
voices on this album like Penny Rimbaund of Crass, jesse 
Michaels of Operation Ivy or joe jack Talcum of The Dead 
Milkmen. Let’s bring the war at home and fiestaaaaa para 
todos!CRACK!!!!
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Hi guys, this is Mirceone from MPTY ZINE, 
first of all is a pleasure for me to make this 
interview. I am big fan of KC for some years 
and i saw you live as well in Romania...ok, 
enough. how things are?
[SARTA] Hello! The collective Kalashnikov 
is still active: we continue to record new 
songs, plan new tours around the world 
and organize concerts in our city for groups 
DIY passing through here on tour. Currently 
a part of the team is working to project a 
radio-drama dedicated to some stories 
partisans along with a radio in Milan, 
something very special. As you see, we 
enjoy good health!

For those who don’t know you, tell us KC 
story from back in Jurassic in 1996:)
[SARTA] The history of the Kalashnikov was 
born as that of any punk bands: bored boys 
at school, they decide to play together to 
exorcise their concerns and shouting their 
wishes. And, as the most ramshackle punk 
bands, we started without really knowing 
how to do, not knowing how to play the 
instruments, but it is the spirit of punk, 
everyone can do it! Over time, we have 
focused on what it really meant for us this 
activity: we have learned a bit ‘better to play, 
of course (But not that much ...) but above 
all we have given concrete expression to the 
sense of alienation that bore within. Since 
adolescence we always wanted     more, our 
ambitions with respect to the existence have 
always gone very beyond the superficiality 
and  meanness of bourgeois lifestyle. 
We wanted to live our lives collectively, 
sharing experiences, music,visions, tracing 
trajectories existential novel and exciting. 
Thus, beginning with the two thousand 
years, he has taken form the conceptual 
core of the collective imagination and 
Kalashnikov, from the first album “Romantic 
songs of dissidence” (2000) to expand and 
emerge better over the years, in a process 
that is still in progress. We realized at some 
point that the music and the concept of 
the band are limiting issues, must live their 
experience more widely and less self. And 
‘why we have begun to define a collective, 
also began to carry out the most varied as 
organizing concerts, recording discs of 

other groups, collaborate in parallel projects of 
which we share common purpose and to go on tour 
in the most unthinkable, where things are different 
and for this most surprising and unexpected.

I know that this year you have released L’algebra 
morente del cielo” (“The dying algebra of the sky”), 
tell us a little bit of it, what is the message and the 
story
[SARTA] The algebra dying of heaven is our sixth 
full-length album is structured around ten songs 
that comprise it as if they were so many movie 
soundtracks imaginary. The texts and music are in 
fact accompanied of short screenplays, film scripts 
inspired by stories, settings and characters. On 
our blog we explained everything in detail, song by 
song. The title of the album refers to the end of a 
vision of the existing Euclidean: as in an equation 
that does not come back, we can no longer explain 
the reality through a shared imaginary, bombarded 
by too much information that is beyond our 
processing capabilities.
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Social networks have made us part of that flow 
and, overwhelmed by the cult of the screens of 
smartphones, we are no longer able to rationalize 
this, to describe collectively. As oppressed by a 
constant sense of loss, we take refuge in the 
passions, in love and to free our destinies 
prepackaged by the system.

I know that a lot of KC members were involded in 
many projects as crust bands, movie soundtracks 
and others. What the future holds, even if is not 
written now:) and what else you do beside KC
[SARTA] We like to think of these "parallel projects" 
as part of the collective Kalashnikov. This is not 
marginal activities: is this be versatile and active 
on several fronts that I think makes it a bit 'special 
what we do. As we mentioned before, we are 
working on the soundtrack of a radio story of Milan 
dedicated to the stories of julius These partisans, 
set in the Bergamo valleys during the war of

liberation from fascism. It is a collective project that we 
carry out together with some friends and some 
friends, which I think will be released in 2016. Lately, 
we recorded some albums of bands of friends, from the 
punk DIY scene in which we play. Then we are looking 
for writing a science fiction novel, but it is still early to 
talk...

How things are nowdays in Milano?
[STIOPA] As for the punk scene, Milan now has a solid 
punk / hc, small but full of solidarity and enthusiasm. In 
the last year they have doubled or perhaps tripled the 
show DIY punk thanks to the commitment of so many 
boys and girls (including us!). Many bands from all over 
Europe went from Milan to play, and this is strange for 
a country like Italy where few bands usually go on tour 
in Europe.In Milan there are two squat that regularly 
organize punk show (House Gorizia and T28) and others 
who do it occasionally (Villa Vegan and Torchiera). Then 
there are two squat just outside Milan, in small towns 
like Monza and Rho (Boccaccio and Fornace) that make 
many punk concerts.
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Politically speaking, Milan is going 
through a difficult period: squatting has 
become dangerous and repression is 
very strong. This due to Expo 2015, a 
big and stupid world fair of food that 
there was here from May to October of 
2015. Some of our friends was jailed 
for a big event that there was on May 
1 against Expo and expect many other 
condemnations. 

Regarding the refugees in Germany and western Europe, how do you see this? 
you think is something behind the lines and behind what we know from the 
media? I saw recentlly some news regarding Hungary border patrol beating the 
people and also in Germany few refugees were found dead in one apartment...
[VALERIA] It is quite difficult to talk about this, because it isn’t easy to avoid 
saying banalities.And it is very hard because everything would seem so 
straightforward and logic. We do not understand how some people fail to 
understand what is happening. It is part of the inner nature of the human being 
- in its most basic functions - the practice of looking for the best conditions for 
himself and his loved ones.They do like this also microorganisms, bacteria, 
cells, herons and even plants that tend its branches to the light and the roots 
down to the water.

It is extremely foolish to think that the animal-man 
should work differently. We can not even hide behind 
centuries of anthropocentric culture, since it is really 
a simple and natural phenomenon: I’m sick? I move 
and fight looking for a better existence. It’s called 
evolution! There’s a war in my country, someone or 
something threatens my freedom and my life, my 
future, my dreams? Goodbye, I’m leaving.
Trying to stop this phenomenon is unnatural! And 
is the consequence of a sick and distorted way of 
think. The Italian newspapers and social networks, 
for example, for weeks people used to share a picture 
of migrants gathered in a station with smartphones 
and tablets in their hands. 
What a shame! They were shouting: BUT… HOW?!? 
Migrants have the money to buy smartphone (that 
maybe I paid monthly installments)… 
What do they want from us? Go away! Raus.Come 
back to your homes! There’s a war in my country, 
someone or something threatens my freedom and 
my life, my future, my dreams? Well, I fight you ‘till 
death or goodbye, I’m leaving.
As if the need or the choice of moving through the 
borders, moving and replace ourselves in another 
context could only be an exclusive of poor and 
desperate ones. There is much confusion about the 
difference between illegal immigrants and political 
refugees. But going beyond the case of Syrian 
refugees, we strongly believe that a man or a woman 
should be able to self-determine their own “home” 
also for pleasant reasons as the climate or culture, 
freedom or welfare of a different country.
Ignorance and mediocrity give birth to fear for 
migrants. Because they are a slap to our way of life , 
to our innate and unheard guilt to be privileged ones. 
As an italian old proverb that says “lontano dagli 
occhi, lontano dal cuore / out of sight, out of mind”. 
We do not want the poor ones, because they avoid us 
to enjoy our privileges. And many more sacrifices we 
made to get those privileges, as we are jealous and 
we want to protect them from any possible threat. 
The truth is that Italy was a very poor country, and 
despite we are not living like in the after war season 
anymore, our shame of being poor and the disgust 
for misery is something that we have inside. That’s 
why we can be so tenaciously and deeply racist. 
And we believe that it could be the same for every 
ex-poor country. Our racism born from the belly and 
it’s irrational. The typical racism of those who have 
suffered marginalization and has just learned how to 
lift the head from the ruins of mud and cement that 
submerged us.

All the lyrics from KC are very deep, who is in “charge” for this?
[STIOPA] I write most of the lyrics. We believe that the lyrics are 
just as important as the music. A bad text can ruin a good song, 
and also the opposite: a good text can save a mediocre song. 
Our lyrics are not slogans as often happens in the punk music 
and are not even too poetic, existentialist or cryptic as those of 
many modern bands: lyrics are anarchists, libertarians, but also 
sentimental, often tell stories, talk about punk life.
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F
rom Dutch country with love baby, this 
is Once We All Were Wolves the new LP 
from Black Volvo. 16 tracks in the pure 
rock’n’roll bastard attitude mixed with 

punk and some hardcore packed up nicely by 
TNS Records in UK and Round Dog Records 
in Scotland. Fast and loud, full of energy and 
of course irony. Put the dancing shoes and 
middlefinger (story) for these guys. Rockers, 
Wacka Wacka, Get Out (Of The House) for 
sure will make you jump and dance like a wild 
beast not to be a Black Metal Cry Baby and 
not have a Steady Face but to be more like the 
Night Knights. cha cha!

B
ootscraper’s The Bear and The Tiger 
is here and for sure is a good one. 
For the people who know them, who 
loved Country and Eastern then this 

one will go to their hearts as well. Rock n roll, 
punk, folk, acoustic sounds of mandoline, 
violin, guitars, drums and a nice Tim Loud 
(who btw has a new LP) will make your day. 
Freedom, joy, irony, energy, various musical 
backgrounds as influences are the mixes for 
this one and for sure is something you don’t 
want to miss. Available on might mighty TNS 
in UK. Check them out. Cha cha!





S
o Rude, So Lovely is the new EP 
from Los Fastidios. The band who 
returned on the road again with their 
skinhead reggae sounds. 8 tracks 

that will remind you of the good old days: 
Dirty Old Town, Bella Ciao are just two of their 
best covers on this EP. Ska, Reggae, Oi made 
in Italy from mighty KOB Records. The EP is 
fresh and is coming after their LP Let’s Do It 
from 2014. Enrico and co. for sure did a great 
job with this one and we are waiting for the 
new material. Stay rude, stay rebel, always 
stay yourself. Don’t forget your roots.
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